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 Protocol version 0.99 

Known but currently unresolved issues: 

 Missing central storage place for uploading *.tif documents of the SLA scans. Until this has 
been resolved, please contact Fernando directly for exchange of files. 

 Missing database portal for upload of phenotyping data and metadata. This will be included 
in one of the next versions. Please store data safely at your place until then. 

 Missing clarity regarding individual tree level measurements of slope. Please use protocol 
as is until resolved. 

 Credentials for contributions. Will follow. 

Thanks to all commenting partners! 

If you have additional comments, please contact opgenoorth@uni-marburg.de and c/c heerk@uni-
marburg.de  

mailto:opgenoorth@uni-marburg.de
mailto:heerk@uni-marburg.de
mailto:heerk@uni-marburg.de
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1 GenTree Check list Traits to Measure 

All measurements are mandatory except where indicated otherwise in columns 7 Sp and 5 Sp. 

1.1 Site description 7 Sp 5 Sp 

 Georeferencing x x 

 Climatic data if available if available 

 Basic soil information: soil depth, texture, rough element comp. facultative facultative 

 Management x x 

1.2 Environmental data at tree scale   

 Stand composition and structure x x 

 Stand density, competition x x 

 Slope x x 

 Vegetation cover x x 

 Soil depth and stone content x x 

 Natural regeneration x x 

 Diseases, calamities, pathogens (consult species leader for specifics) x x 

1.3 Collection of leaf material for genotyping   

 Leaves/needles from 25 trees per plot (see IGA-TS protocol) x x 

1.4 Phenotyping and metadata at individual tree level   

 Georeferencing of individual trees x x 

 Labeling x x 

1.4.1 Vegetative traits   

 DBH x x 

 Tree height x x 

 Crown size x x 

 Bark thickness x x 

 Forking x x 

 Branch angle x x 

 Stem straightness x x 

 Photo of whole tree, bottom of the tree, top of the tree (if possible) x x 

 Specific leaf area (SLA) x No 

 Leaf size (derived from measurements made for SLA)  x No 

 Isotopes (only for four species, details see below) x x 

1.4.2 Dendro data   

 Cores at breast height (see dendro protocols) x x 

1.4.3 Regenerative traits   

 Seed collection (for some species for germination experiments) x x 

 Sex of tree (Taxus & Populus) x x 

 Fructification (number of fruits or a similar measure of fecundity x x 
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2 Contact information 

2.1 Leaders for DNA extraction per species 

Table 1 Responsible Partners for DNA extraction according to species and for tree cores- 

Species name Responsible Partner/email Mail address 

Abies alba Birgit Ziegenhagen 
ziegenhagen@uni-marburg.de 
 

Faculty of Biology 
Philipps-Universität Marburg 
Karl-von-Frisch Str. 8 
D-35043 Marburg, Germany 

Betula pendula Tanja Pyhäjärvi 
tanja.pyhajarvi@oulu.fi 
 

Oulun yliopisto 
Biologian laitos 
Linnanmaa/Keskusaula 
90570 Oulu, Finland 

Fagus sylvatica Eva Cremer 
eva.cremer@asp.bayern.de 
 

ASP, Genetik-Labor /genetic lab 
Forstamtsplatz 1 
D - 83317 Teisendorf, Germany 

Picea abies Martin Lascoux 
martin.lascoux@ebc.uu.se 
+46 (0) 18 471 64 16 

Department of Ecology and Genetics 
EBC, Uppsala University 
Norbyvägen 18D 
75236 Uppsala, Sweden 

Pinus cembra Sabine Brodbeck 
sabine.brodbeck@wsl.ch 
+41 44 739 24 89 

WSL/Biodiversity and Conservation Biology 
Zürcherstrasse 111 
CH-8903 Birmensdorf, Switzerland 

Pinus halepensis Delphine Grivet 
dgrivet@inia.es 
 

Instituto Nacional de Tecnología Agraria y Alimentaria 
(INIA) 
Centro de Investigación Forestal (CIFOR) 
Carretera de la Coruña km 7.5 
28040 Madrid, Spain 

Pinus nigra Evi Alizoti 
alizotp@for.auth.gr 
 

Aristotle University of Thessaloniki 
Faculty of Forestry and Natural Environment 
Laboratory of Forest Genetics and Tree Improvement 
Foinikas Campus – Building E – Ground Floor Dimokritou 
& Mouschoundi, 55134 Kalamaria (Foinikas), Greece 

Pinus pinaster Christophe Plomion 
christophe.plomion@pierroton.inra.fr 
+33 0675898017 

INRA - UMR BIOGECO 
69 route d'Arcachon 
33610 CESTAS - France 

Pinus sylvestris Stephen Cavers 
scav@ceh.ac.uk 
 

FAO, Centre for Ecology and Hydrology 
Bush Estate, Penicuik 
Midlothian,UK, EH26 0QB 

Populus nigra Marc Villar 
marc.villar@orleans.inra.fr 
 

INRA - Centre d'Orléans 
UR 0588 Amélioration, Génétique et Physiologie 
Forestières 
2163 Avenue de la Pomme de Pin 
CS 40001 Ardon 
F-45075 Orleans Cedex 2, France 

Quercus petraea René Graf 
rene.graf@wsl.ch 
+41 44 739 23 12 

WSL/Biodiversity and Conservation Biology 
Zürcherstrasse 111 
CH-8903 Birmensdorf, Switzerland 

Taxus baccata Giovanni G. Vendramin 
gg.vendramin@gmail.com 
 

Institute of Biosciences and BioResources 
National Research Council 
Via Madonna del Piano 10 
50019 Sesto Fiorentino (Firenze), Italy 

Dendrocores Patrick Fonti 
patrick.fonti@wsl.ch 
 

WSL,Dendroecology 
Zuercherstrasse 111 
CH-8903 Birmendorf, Switzerland 

 

  

mailto:ziegenhagen@uni-marburg.de
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2.2 Places to buy equipment 

Table 2 Optional sources for buying equipment 

Type of equipment Potential places to buy 

Tree labels Shop.freeworker.de 

Dendro 
Increment corer 
Sharpening set 
Borer starter 

www.grube.de 

Leaf sampling 
Throw bag 
Tree runner 
Folding bucket 
Bigshot 
Telescope saw 

Shop.freeworker.de 
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3 Selection of sampling sites and trees in GenTree 

Fernando Valladares, WP3, June 07, 2016 (Version 4) 

3.1 Selection of the site 

GenTree will be measuring and sampling a minimum of 25 individual trees per species for the 7 
intensively studied species, in pairs of populations (i.e. two nearby populations having significant 
potential for gene flow among them but under contrasting ecological conditions) in a number of 
European countries. This is a central task for WP1 (conservation and monitoring), WP3 (phenotypic 
traits, wood cores) and WP4 (genetic study). Sampling in population pairs is optional for the 
species of WP1. Once the general location of a tree species population is identified, the following 
concepts regarding the selection of the specific forest patch in which individual trees will be 
selected must be considered and optimized: 

 “Naturality”, not heavily managed, not disturbed by intense and obvious natural or 
anthropogenic actions.  

 Avoid infrastructure like houses, roads, electric cables, large pipes 

 Avoid places with extreme slopes 

 Look for representability of local ambient conditions: not extremely rocky, not too 
muddy/wet.  

 The population pair should offer a reasonably contrasted ecology with respect to major local 
drivers such as temperature, rainfall, water availability, etc. 

 If altitude is the chosen gradient for a given population pair, all individuals within each of the 
two pops should be at the same altitude 

 In case the team has not yet selected or identified a field site please also consider the 
following: 

o Look for a convenient location for field work: easiness of access by car, distance to 
laboratory, distance to other sites that could be accessed in the same day or within 
the same field campaign, possibilities of approach by public transport 

o Look for a patch for which good climatic information (meteorological stations either 
on site or nearby) or good previous climatic reconstruction is available. This is 
needed for modelling and for dendrochronological activities and for linking 
phenotype and genotype with environment 

o Presence of regeneration is desirable 

o Strongly suggested to be (near) a Gene Conservation Unit (GCU) of EUFORGEN 
(see http://portal.eufgis.org/search/) 

3.2 Selection of individual trees 

3.2.1 First approach to individual trees 

First of all – we are looking for NORMAL trees. The selection of trees should be random so we can 
sample natural and real phenotypic and genetic variability avoiding human bias on individual tree 
selection (i.e. no phenotypic selection in favor of good looking trees). However, sampling closely 
related trees should be avoided. Only adult, dominant or codominant trees should be sampled 
(see below). Each tree must be individually georeferenced. There might be several ways to ensure 
the random selection of trees. One option of random choice of trees that we propose is a 
combination of random compass directions and minimum distances among trees. Thus, bring to the 
field: 
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 A compass, better if capable of digital reading so numbers can be better chosen for the 
bearing 

 A list of random numbers from 0 to 360 or means to generate it on the site (it could be an 
excel spreadsheet, an application in the cellular phone or a simple formula applied to some 
random process like throwing a dice etc.) 

 A metal or plastic (durable) label to mark and identify the tree (with the simple code 
provided below) 

 Means to measure distances, ideally a laser system or the like (better than a measuring 
tape) 

Once you reach a tree, you have to check whether it can be selected (see criteria for discarding 
trees below) and if the answer is yes you should mark it with a metal or plastic label.  

3.2.1.1 Tree labeling 

Tree labels follow our common site labeling – that means that you simply add numbers 01-25 to the 
respective site label and tree, for example: 

 Each site has its own label – that include the ISO Country code, the species code, and the 
site number:  

o e.g. IT_AA_12 

o thus – tree number 13 on this site gets the label: IT_AA_12_13 

Each team is welcome to keep a parallel code for their own use (they might have already marked 
and identified the trees in previous studies, or may like to use another system for any reason) but it 
should be always available the correspondence, and the GenTree code should always be present 
on the physical label attached to each tree in the field. 

3.2.2 Final Selection of individual trees 

In a few words: trees need to be at least 30 m apart to avoid inbreeding as much as possible, 
dominant or co-dominant, and the plot on which trees are selected must not be too much larger 
than a few hectares (it needs to be a population in the genetic sense, with high local gene flow). But 
let’s be more precise and detailed, which hopefully can be achieved in most sites. 

Define an arbitrary reference point in the forest patch. It can be a point at the natural entrance from 
the road or nearby path that has good GPS signal. Get that reading. Then the trees should be 
selected randomly, which is a crucial feature in order to capture intrapopulation variability in both 
genetic and phenotypic features. Randomness can be ensured by different methods, and each 
team is allowed some flexibility to both choose one of the methods explained below and to 
accommodate the protocol according to the particularities of each site and the experience of the 
team. It must be indicated in the spreadsheet how randomness was ensured, i.e. what method was 
finally followed. 

Some considerations: 

 If altitude is the chosen gradient for a given population pair, all individuals within each of the 
two pops should in principle be at the same altitude. Then method 1 (Point-Centered 
quarter) wouldn't work well (this might apply as well to other environmental gradients). In 
this case sample individual trees along the target altitudinal line, a minimum of 30-50 m 
apart 

 For linear or quasi-linear populations (e.g. riparian Populus or other species distributed 
along valleys) simply select individual trees (according to the agreed criteria) a minimum of 
30-50m apart along the (linear) population. 
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 For very fragmented populations (e.g. Taxus), it would be better to select fragments 
randomly (on a map or on the ground) a priori, and then select one or a few individual trees 
within each fragment. 

 Note that systematic sampling, either sampling along transects or along altitudinal gradients 
or valleys, does not go against the random sampling requirement, as long as the initial point 
of the grid is random. 

3.2.3 Systematic random sampling (most recommended) 

3.2.3.1 Systematic random sampling 

The Systematic random sampling scheme involves selecting points systematically once the 
starting point of a transect is set randomly. These sampling points are systematically positioned 
within a pre-defined length of > 40m over the transect, and along several parallel linear transects 
traversing the site. Typically 2-4 transects will provide enough trees. Note that the distance among 
contiguous transects should be also > 50m so that the selected trees will never be closer than 40m. 
For each sampling point within each transect, sample the closest tree meeting the criteria. In case 
there is no tree present within a 10 m radius of the sampling point or the present trees do not meet 
the criteria, move forward in the transect to the next sampling point. Note that systematic sampling 
does not go against the random sampling requirement, as long as the initial point of the grid is 
random. The linear transects in the systematic random sampling could be adapted to the population 
shape if necessary, and it could be a single transect in the case of linear pops (Populus) or when 
the chosen gradient is altitude (transect alone altitudinal line). 

3.2.3.2 Alternative random methods to select individual trees 

Even though we would strongly encourage following the protocol described above, each field team 
could follow a different protocol to select individual trees, but please ensure at least these three 
things:  

1. the procedure really ensures random choice of trees, ideally the method has been 
published and the randomness assed and verified,  

2. trees are at > 40 m from each other, but not much farther than this to ensure a certain level 
of environmental homogeneity.,  

3. you notify and discuss with GenTree coordinator and WP3 responsible persons the method. 
See annex at the end for two alternatives. 

If the proposed method cannot be followed, each team may consider one the following alternatives. 

3.2.3.2.1 Random method 2: random numbers from a previous list of trees 

In some cases, the forest patch has been already used in previous studies and many trees were 
already marked and selected. In order to take advantage of the previous work, the total number of 
individual trees of the given species already marked should be 50 or more. Then, random numbers 
from 1 to 50 (or to the total number of marked trees) will be used to select the 25 trees for GenTree. 
This can be done in the laboratory. It is practical to select more than 25 because some of the 
selected trees might be discarded due to the criteria indicated below. It is very important that the 
first selection of trees that lead to the 50 or more trees already marked or selected was not very 
restrictive so all suitable individual trees (i.e. those not to be discarded according the criteria 
indicated below) had equal or very similar chances to have been selected. 

3.2.3.2.2 Random method 3: quadrats and grids 

In certain circumstances it might be convenient to divide the forest patch in quadrats of a given size 
(e.g. 100 x 100 m) and then choose the first tree that meets the criteria and repeat the process in 
25 quadrats. Quadrats can be established a priori in the lab according a regular grid, or can be 
established in the field. Details on the size of the quadrats and their spatial distributions should be 
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accommodated to the features of each forest patch and are thus left to the decision of the local 
team. 

3.2.4 Criteria for discarding trees 

The tree that is at the given distance in the given bearing should be selected unless it has one or 
more of the following characteristics, in which case it should be discarded and then the random 
process for tree selection repeated: 

 Too young and small. If the tree is clearly dominated by others or well below the mean 
forest canopy, it should be discarded. If it belongs to an age/size class at which the 
reproduction is not possible/likely it should be discarded.  

 Too old and with low vigor due to age (senescent trees). 

 Affected by fungi, pests or any sort of plague. 

 Low vigor estimated by a visually apparent thin, clear canopy or by pale, green color of 
individual leaves. 

 Having nests or signs or scars of animal activity (e.g. bark damage) 

 Partially affected by rays or fire 

 Important branches broken or stem with signs of old mechanical damage 

 Partially uprooted 

 Too dominant and/or likely to have been excluded in a historical thinning of the forest  

 High infestation of parasitic plants (e.g. Viscum spp). Only if the entire forest has high mean 
levels of infestation a tree with parasitic plants on it can be selected. 

 Proximity to a previously selected tree 

 Proximity to the border of the patch, an infrastructure or some other things that may affect 
the microenvironmental conditions around the tree. 

 Extremely isolated individual, not included in or close (i.e. within 50 meters distance) to the 
forest patch 

3.3 GPS measurement of site and individual trees 

Normal handheld GPS have an accuracy of about 8-15 m when good satellite coverage is there. 
This is sufficient for a site characterization but not for individual trees. For that a DGPS (differential 
global positioning system) capable of readings with a real accuracy around 1 meter are needed: 

Site measurement 

 Will be calculated as the mean value of individual tree measurements 

 Coordinates must be in decimal degrees with 4 decimal units (accuracy 11.1 m).  

 Format must be in the WGS 84 reference system 

Individual tree measurement 

 Use a DGPS for measuring individual trees 

 Coordinates must be in decimal degrees with 5 decimal units (accuracy 1.1 m).  

 If only normal handheld GPS are available (max accuracy 8m-15m) then note 4 decimal 
units. 

 Format must be in the WGS 84 reference system.  
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 Alternatively you should use telemeters or vertex to calculate distance and angles for the 
trees. 

4 Site description 

This builds on the existing procedure within the EFDC team of the URFM designed as part of the 
ECOFOR station project and based largely on the catalog approach “dry foothills” of the National 
Office of Forestry of the l’Office National des Forêts, Direction Territoriale Méditerranée (Ladier, 
2004). 

This protocol guides you through the description of the local environmental characteristics of each 
site, including the available soil water content. At the site level, local topography and soil factors will 
determine the amount of water potentially available to the root system of the plant. The effective 
availability depends on rainfall and therefore the given climatic conditions. 

4.1 Metadata at site level 

 Name of the Persons collecting the data 

 Location, date, site ID 

 GPS coordinates and altitude 

 Observation about accessibility when necessary 

 GCU-code: Indicate EUFGIS code when the sampled site is (or is within the same forest of) 
a registered gene conservation unit. 

4.2 Stand composition and structure 

 Specify the presence of other species (Yes or No).  

 Name the most common species.  

 Stand structure: single or multiple layered (categorical variable).  

 Age distribution: even or uneven (categorical variable). 

4.3 Diseases, calamities 

 Describe any extraordinary event observed when applicable (forest fires, tree disease and 
pest breakouts, mistletoe, windthrows, avalanches, damaged trees by lightning, severe 
wood cutting, etc). 

4.4 Description of the topography 

4.4.1 Shade provided by opposite mountain sides 

Steep slope situations in which the mountain opposite to the sampling site can provide substantial 
shade should be avoided. In case it is not possible to find a better location, please note which trees 
are significantly shaded by the nearby mountain slope. 

If there is substantial shading, please note this (yes/no). If it differs substantially for individual trees, 
please note as well for individual trees. 

4.4.2 General topography 

This measure is required to estimate water availability at the site for the models. 
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The general topography is assessed at the 
landscape level on 100 m from either side of 
the site. It is based on the descriptive topology 
National Forest Inventory. 

 

 

Figure 4.1: Topography assessment. 

4.4.3 Micro-topography 

Micro-topography affects the flow of water at the site. Topographical indications characterize the 
local conditions of the water balance between the arrival and departure of water. Micro-topography 
is assessed at the scale of the plot according to an index ranging from 1 to 3. With this the question 
can be answered whether there is more in- or outflow of water. 

 

Level 1 is equivalent to a negative balance: there is more outflowing than inflowing 
water. This is the case in convex situations, slope increases, high slope situations 
with breaking downstream slope ... etc. 

 

Level 2 is equivalent to a zero balance: water in- and outflow are balanced. This is 
particularly true in homogenous terrain, independent of slopes angle. 

 

Level 3 is equivalent to a positive balance: the flow of water slows down at the plot 
level: there is thus a water-surplus. This is the case in situations such concave 
hollows, ledges on the slopes, and where the lower slopes gradually decreases. 

Figure 4.2: Micro-topography description. 

0. flat land with a slope <5% 
1. top (round, rump) 
2. top side 
3. concave mid-slope: middle part of a slope 

(slope>=5%) of depressed general form or 
bench or terrace under 6 m wide 

4. straight mid-slope: middle part of a slope (slope 
> = 5%) of straight form 

5. mid-convex side: middle part of a slope 
(slope>=5%) of generally protruding shape. 

6. ledge on side: horizontal area with an average 
width greater than 30m and slope <15% 
inserted into a slope or bench or terrace over 6 
m wide 

7. down slope 
8. valley or wide valley floor (over 50 m) 
9. closed depression, valleys, narrow valley 

bottom, trough bottom, containment situation. 
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5 Environmental measurements and metadata at tree scale 

5.1 Metadata at tree level 

 Name of the Persons collecting the data 

 Location, date, tree ID 

 GPS coordinates and altitude. 

 Observation about accessibility when necessary 

 Local aspect at the site of the tree will be measured by compass (5 degree steps) in the 
direction of the steepest slope. The absolute value has to be noted on the record sheet. 

5.2 Competition index at tree level 

 To assess the competition situation of each sample tree, a very simple distance-dependent 
competition index (NCI) will be assessed, assuming that net effects of neighboring trees 
vary as a direct function of the size of the neighbors and as an inverse function of the 
distance (Canham et al 2004). It is necessary to measure the distance of the five nearest 
neighbors to the target tree (disti), their dbh and it should be specified whether they are 
conspecific or not with the sample tree. 

𝑁𝐶𝐼 =∑(

5

𝑖=1

𝑑𝑏ℎ𝑖
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖
⁄ ) 

 

 To be considered as competitor, tress should have a minimum dbh of > 15 cm. If you had a 
differed threshold, please add this to the comments. 

 Please note in the comments sections whether you included or neglected dead trees. If you 
include dead trees, please add to the notes which ones are dead. Preferably, dead trees 
should be neglected. 

 Multi-stem trees are considered as one single competitor. However, please measure each 
stem > 15 cm separately. Please add to the comments if you deviated from this procedure. 

5.3 Characteristics within subplots around each tree 

To assess slope, vegetation cover, stone content and regeneration, a 10 x 10 m plot will be 
considered in which the target tree will be in the middle. However, it 
will not be necessary to establish an actual plot, something showing 
the virtual corner will be enough. Measurements to be recorded:   

5.3.1 Slope 

One member of the field team walks 5 meters down, starting at the 
sampled tree, and another member will walk 5 meters upslope (see 
figure 5.1). Using a clinometer and looking at the other´s eyes will 
write down the value. Other methods are possible. 

  

Figure 5.1: Measuring slope angle. 
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5.3.2 Vegetation, and rock cover 

Within this virtual plot, estimate the amount of (1) vegetation cover in the vegetation period and (2) 
rock cover on the ground. Please give an estimate of the percentage of the ground covered by 
vegetation and rocks following Table 3 Scale for vegetation and rock cover. As the same area can 
be covered by vegetation AND rocks, the sum of both estimates could be > 100 %. These 
observations should be done always by the same person to reduce subjectivity. 

Table 3 Scale for vegetation and rock cover 

None <5% 

Little 5-20% 

Low 20-40% 

Medium 40-60% 

High 60-80% 

Very high 80-95% 

Full cover >95% 

5.3.3 Soil depth 

At 3 random points within the virtual plot, the soil depth will be assessed using a hammer and a 
sharp stick/pike (usually used for concrete), till 60cm whenever possible. Make sure that you do 
not confuse a medium sized rock with the bedrock. 

5.3.4 Regeneration 

To evaluate the natural regeneration in each 10 x 10 m plot, we will assess the presence and 
abundance of natural regeneration of the target species following the scale in Table 4. In addition, 
regeneration could be counted within 2 x 2 m plots (see Optional measures). 

Table 4 Scale for Regeneration 

1 Absence (no recruit visible) 

2 Scattered (Few/ scattered individuals) 

3 Groups (Presence of scattered groups within the plot) 

4 Abundant (regularly spread all over the plot, abundant groups, or few groups but with many individuals) 
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6 Phenotyping at individual tree level 

6.1 DBH (cm) 

 Trunk diameter at 1.30 m, i.e. approximately at an adult’s breast height.  

 If the tree has more than one trunk all of them have to be measured and the average has to 
be recorded. Note that tree is multitrunk in Notes.  

 If the tree is leaning, measure DBH perpendicular to the tree trunk. You can measure DBH 
in two ways:  

o Using a caliper, in which cases you would need to measure two perpendicular 
diameters and take the average 

o Alternatively, measure the circumference of the tree and compute the diameter 
from that value (i.e. divide by π, ~3.14).  

o For more details, a graphical representation and special cases see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_measurement#Girth. 

 When entering the data make sure you enter the DBH, not the circumference 

6.2 Height (m) 

 Height from ground to tallest part of the crown, ideally measured using a clinometer or a 
telescopic measuring pole (for short trees).  

 For more details, a graphical representation and special cases see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_measurement#Height.  

6.3 Crown size (m) 

 Crown size is a measure of the footprint or plan area of the crown of a tree expressed as 
crown width. The simplest (but less precise) estimate of crown size is to take the average of 
two perpendicular diameter measurements across the crown, with the first measurement 
made along the longest axis of the crown from one edge to the opposite edge. In the data 
sheets, both measured diameters will be noted. 

 A better estimate is obtained from the average crown width determined by the average of at 
least four crown radii (the more, the better), multiplied by two, as the data sheet requires 
two values, please calculate the diameter from two of the measured radii, each.  

 For more details, a graphical representation and special cases see 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_measurement#Crown_spread.  

6.4 Bark thickness (mm) 

 Bark thickness is the thickness of the part of the stem that is 
external to the wood or xylem, including the vascular 
cambium.  

 Provide 5 random measurements of bark thickness at 1.3 m 
using either a small calliper or ruler (if bark can be detached 
without tree damage), or with specifically designed bark 
gauges, or the dendro corers in case of strong or thick bark. 
http://wiki.awf.forst.uni-goettingen.de/wiki/index.php/Bark_thickness) 

 If a tree species (e.g. old black poplars) has a clear dichotomy in bark thickness, please 
include at least two measurements of the two bark thickness types and indicate this in your 
comments. 

Figure 6.1: Bark thickness 
measurement in case of bark 
thickness dichotomy. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_measurement#Girth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tree_measurement#Crown_spread
http://wiki.awf.forst.uni-goettingen.de/wiki/index.php/Bark_thickness
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6.5 Number of fruits (units) 

6.5.1 Conifers 

 Cones (the conifer structure equivalent to a fruit) are counted from the ground using 
binoculars.  

 Provide the average of three rounds of counting. Each round of counting consists in the 
number of cones that you are able to count in 30 seconds.  

 Take care to count only mature (brown) and closed cones, i.e., those that contain seeds, 
and not immature (green) or open cones that have already dispersed them (open cones 
often stay on the branch for several years after seeds are dispersed). 

6.5.2 Broadleaves 

 For non-conifers follow the same protocol, counting fruits for 30 seconds, repeat three times 
write down the values or directly provide the average of the three counts.  

6.5.3 Special cases 

 In case of species with very small fruits that are hard to see individually, or in locations with 
a very limited view to the canopy instead of counting fruits assign each tree to one of these 
categories:  

o 0 (no fruits) 

o 1 (a few fruits in a small section of the crown) 

o 2 (a few fruits in two or more sections of the tree) 

o 3 (a lot of fruits in a small section of the crown) 

o 4 (a lot of fruits in two or more sections of the crown) 

 Try to keep the same protocol for all the trees of the same species in a given location, and 
always try first the first protocol (counting for 30 seconds). 

6.6 Straightness 

Observations should ideally be done in winter time as visibility is better without leaves. 

The assessment of straightness has to be concentrated on the first 15 m of the tree height 
beginning from the ground; the crown is not taken into account. In case of forked stems, only the 
trunk below the deepest forking point is evaluated. Attention has to be taken especially with thicker 
trees which are harder to classify than thinner trees. 

To harmonize protocols across sites, please take photos for each score for each site (if several 
sites are scored in an identical way, it suffices to take one representative photo) 

Table 5: Scoring scheme straightness 

 

 

Scale value Text 

5 Absolutely straight 

4 Fairly straight (in one direction slightly crooked) 

3 Slight to moderate bend in different directions 

2 Moderate or strong bends 

1 No straight stem 
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Figure 6.2: Scoring stem straightness. 

6.7 Branch angle 

Please assess branch angle on a minimum of two to three successive whorls, and discard the last 
two whorls.  

In poplar: Please consider the top two meters. 

Table 6: Branch angle conifers scoring scheme 

Scale value Text 

1 <23° (steep) 

2 23° - 45° 

3 45° - 67° 

4 67° - 90° (plain) 

5 > 90° (hanging down) 

 

Figure 6.3: Branch angle scoring scheme. 

6.8 Forking 

A fork has two leaders of equal importance in thickness and length, while a ramicorn is a branch, 
which is thicker than the mean branches, but thinner than the main stem. Please note the relative 
position of the fork, the number of axis (forks), and use this to calculate the forcing index. 
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Figure 6.3: Scoring scheme forking. 

6.9 Leaf sample protocol for SLA (Specific leaf area in cm²/g)& isotopic 
characterization 

6.9.1 Before going to the field: 

Make sure that the two populations forming a pair are sampled within 1-2 weeks. They must 
not be sampled in two different years. 

Check that you have all the tools/instruments: paper bags, icebox, artificial ice, pencil, tape, 
scissors, markers, plastic bags, and tools to collect branches –each partner should choose 
according to their feasible alternatives: telescopic loppers, slingshot-saw, hunters or climbers, etc. 

 

Figure 6.4: Equipment that will be needed in the field: Icebox, black plastic bag, paper bag, cool packs.  

Icebox and 

cool packs 

Plastic black bag 

Paper bag 
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6.9.2 Sampling in the field 

 Collect an exposed branch, not necessarily at the top of the canopy, but it is fundamental 
that the branch is fully exposed to the sun and not shaded by neighboring trees or 
branches. 

 If these branches are out of reach by reasonable means (slingshot, extendable saw, 
etc.) please contact Bruno and Lars. 

 Select randomly healthy, fully developed leaves/needles for isotopic analysis and 
introduce them in a paper bag previously labeled with the identification code of the tree 
(country/population/tree number). The amounts will vary from 10-15 for broadleaves (15 
for the smallest ones), around 50 for Pinus needles and 100 for needles of other 
species (e.g. Picea abies). For needles, put a whole twig or small branch in the paper bag, 
as it is not necessary to separate them from brachyblasts and twigs. 

 Store the isotope samples of an entire population in a bigger paper bag. Tear the edge of 
the paper bag to ensure that humidity can easily move away. 

 Label the branch as well (country/population/tree number) and keep it in a plastic bag with 
inner humidity (e.g. by introducing wet paper in the plastic bag), and place the bag in a 
cooling box with artificial ice to minimize transpiration until the field day is over. Be sure 
that the branch still has at least 10 leaves/pair of needles with the following 
characteristics that will be used for SLA measures: 

o Leaves should be relatively young (presumably more photosynthetically active) but 
fully expanded, hardened, and thus fully developed. Whenever possible, avoid 
leaves/needles with obvious symptoms of pathogen or herbivore attacks, or with a 
substantial cover of epiphylls. SLA is strongly affected by light intensity. 

o Regarding needles, they must belong to the same year. If sampling takes place 
in the middle of a growing season (spring) and current needles are not fully 
developed, select needles from the previous year. Otherwise, the rule to follow is to 
select needles developed the same year, as long as they are fully developed. 

6.9.3 After the field: SLA assessment 

 Specific leaf area (SLA) is the one-sided area of a fresh needle or leaf, divided by its oven-
dry mass.  

 To characterize the mean and variability of an individual, it will be used the SLA assessed 
in 10 leaves/needles per tree taken from the branch. 

 In the same day or within a maximum of 3 days after the sampling, leaves/needles must 
be scanned for SLA assessment. If leaves are not scanned the same day, keep the branch 
within the plastic bag in a fridge. 

 Leaves/needles need to be fresh. 

 Teams with leaf-area meters (e.g. LICor or the like) in their labs can assess straightaway 
the areas, always paying attention to identify correctly each sample with each measurement 
(later on, other measurements will be taken in those very same leaves). So broadleaves 
have to be marked with a number that will be associated to the measurement, and needles 
have to be fixed in a paper, and it has to be written in the paper its identification number, 
associated with the measurement. 

 Those teams with no leaf-area meter will have to scan the leaves/needles themselves 
(Figure 10). Leaf area assessment will be done afterwards using those images, using 
image processing software (WinFOLIA, ImageJ) at CSIC’s lab. 
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Figure 6.5: Example of image obtained through scanning. 

6.9.3.1 Scanning broadleaves 

 Select 10 leaves with the whole petiole and without visible herbivory, pathogens or 
damage. It is very important to identify each leaf with its image. Then, mark each leaf with a 
permanent marker using numbers from 1 to 10 (Figure 10). 

 Place the leaves on the scanner in order starting with leaf number 1; all of them with midrib 
following the same direction, preferable following main direction of the screen (see Figure 
09). Be sure that leaves do not overlap or touch each other, and that the rectangles 
wrapping each leaf do not overlap (see Figure10 and 11 for good and bad examples). 
These steps are crucial to automate the area assessment process. 

 Place a ruler to assist the image calibration. 

 Leaves should be placed as flat as possible (no folds) and shadows should be avoided. 
Closing the lid of the scanner and pressing the lid helps. It is very important to have a 
sharp contour of the leaf margin. The resolution should be a minimum of300 dpi. 

 Each image must contain only leaves from one tree. The file has to be saved in TIF format, 
and be named with the ID code of each tree (country/population/tree number). 

 When more than one image is needed for the ten leaves (probably only for broadleaved 
trees), add letters to the name of the file (a, b, c, d, etc.). 

 After the scanning, place the leaves of one individual in a paper bag previously labeled with 
the ID code. This should be done with care avoiding folds, tears or breaks. Store bags 
preventing them from being squashed until they will be delivered. 
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Figure 6.6: Examples of valid images. Leaves follow the same direction, they do not overlap and the 
wrapping rectangles do not overlap either. 

 
Figure 6.7: Examples of invalid images. Leaves must not touch each other, and must be placed without 
folds (image on the left), they should follow the same direction and their wrapping rectangles must not 
overlap (right image). 
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Figure 6.8: Examples for invalid and valid image backgrounds. 

6.9.3.2 Scanning needles 

 Select 10 needles that belong to different brachyblasts. They should belong to the same 
and most recent growing season, as long as they are fully developed. 

 Leftovers from brachyblasts, insertion points and scales must be removed. 

 After selection, fix the needles in a sheet of paper with transparent tape, writing down in 
the paper the needle ID using numbers from 1 to 10. It’s important to have sharp contours 
of the margin of the needle, so to avoid shadows from the tape, please try to fix the tape 
as close to the needle as possible (Figure 12). The paper must also include the tree ID 
code (country/population/tree number). 

 Place a ruler for calibration before the scanning. 

 Needles from some species tend to twist (e.g. Pinus sylvestris). Therefore, they have to be 
fixed at both ends to get the image of flat areas.  

 Scan the needles from a tree in a single image (one piece of paper per tree) and save it in 
TIFF format, using the tree identification code (country/population/tree number) as file 
name, and at least at 300 dpi resolution. 

 After scanning, needles will stay fixed on the paper (one sheet per tree). Insert all sheets 
from a population in a hard envelop (or a normal one with hard cardboard to keep them flat 
and protected). 
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Figure 6.9: Image of scanned needles. They are fixed to a piece of paper with their identification 
number, they are not twisted, the contour is sharp and scales have been removed. The identification 
code of each tree must be added on the top of the image (country/population/tree number). 

 
Figure 6.10: Things to avoid while scanning needles. Be sure that any leftover from scales or insertion 
points are removed (images on the left). Check that needles are not twisted and that the tape is not 
blurring the contour (image on the right). 
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6.9.4 Suggestion for scanner: 

 For those teams willing to buy one, a recommendation is Epson Pro V700, it has light 
source also in the lid which is highly recommended for avoiding shadows in the scanning of 
needles. 

6.9.5 Sending leaves for isotope and SLA analysis 

 Samples should be send within the same week of collection and be stored in a dry place at 
room temperature or in a box with silica gel. Important: Never store samples in a fridge or 
inside plastic bags. If they cannot be sent quickly, please dry them in the oven for at least 
72 hours at 60ºC (never over 80ºC). These instructions should be followed for both types of 
samples (isotopic analysis and SLA assessment).  

 Please, make sure that paper bags for isotopes and with scanned laves cannot be 
confused (e.g. writing down in the bags either “ISO” or “SLA”). Then, all scanned leaves 
(envelopes with sheet of papers for needles and paper bags with broadleaves) and paper 
bags with samples for isotopes should be delivered to CSIC, as soon as possible to CSIC, 
to the address: 

Fernando Valladares/Bárbara Carvalho/Raquel Benavides 
Departamento Biogeografía y Cambio Global, 
Museo Nacional de Ciencias Naturales/ CSIC 
Serrano 115 dpdo, 
E-28006 Madrid, Spain 

 For border declaration mention “contains plant dried samples (leaves) for scientific analysis, 
without commercial value”. 

 Send an E-mail to inform about the delivery, including any relevant observations regarding 
the scanning procedure, particularly any deviation from the protocol, difficulties found, etc., 
and send the images via any large-file sending service (WeTransfer, RapidShare, etc), to:  

valladares@ccma.csic.es 
babic.barbosa@mncn.csic.es 
raquel.benavides@mncn.csic.es 

  

mailto:valladares@ccma.csic.es
mailto:babic.barbosa@mncn.csic.es
mailto:raquel.benavides@mncn.csic.es
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7 Dendroprotocol 

7.1 To core 

 Increment borer. If available take more than one borer in the field in case one get stuck or 
broken. The borer tip has to be sharp in order to ensure high quality samples. Consider 
differences in threads according to the tree species. For example, Haglöf increment borers 
are 2 or 3 threaded (2-threaded borers are recommended when drilling in hardwood, with a 
slower penetration in the wood and less friction and stress onto the material; 3-threaded 
borers will penetrate the wood faster and are suitable for most types of wood). Borers are 

different in diameter and length. Borers of 5.15mm  are preferred. See also Grissino-Mayer 

(2003) for more information. 

 A motorized increment borer can be borrowed from INRA, please contact Bruno. 

 Borer starter(pusher) 

 PVC cylinder tube and core holders (e.g. paper straws) to store the cores 

 Water-proof pencil (to mark the core) and an indelible marker pen (for label on straw) 

 Masking tape (for joining two or more straws together for long cores) 

 Ruler 

 Field-sampling sheets (GenTree: Dendro field sheet) 

7.2 For borer maintenance 

 Borer cleaning set (including a cleaning rod designed for .22 caliber rifles witha plastic tip 
insert that holds either some small cotton pad soaked in WD-40 or equivalent spray 
lubricant and rust preventative); see also Grissino-Mayer (2003) for more information).  

 Borer “de-jammer” (to free jammed borer) 

 Screw-driver (for the screw holding the handle with the auger) 

7.3 On request 

We can provide a limited number of Dendro-sampling sets (including Increment borer, borer starter, 
core holders, borer cleaning sets, borer obstructer).  

Contact patrick.fonti@wsl.ch 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Increment_borer
http://www.haglofcg.com/index.php/en/
http://www.haglofcg.com/index.php/en/products/instruments/survey/391-borer-starter
mailto:Patrick.fonti@wsl.ch
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Basic field tools 

Field tools can include the increment borer, 
paper straws (for core storage), indelible 
marker pen, masking tape (for joining two or 
more straws together for long cores), 
Increment borer contain the same three 
components: a handle, a bit, and a core 
retriever (extractor). A wooden golf tee 
works well for dislodging material at the tip 
of the borer bit. 

  

 

Borer “de-jammer” to free jammed 
borer 

 

  

 

Cleaning set 

Usually includes a cleaning rod designed for 
.22 caliber rifles with a tip that holds either 
some steel wool or a small cotton pad (both 
of which should be soaked in WD-40).  All 
bits should be sprayed with WD-40 inside 
and out prior to storage and after use.  

Figure 7.1: Tools for dendrophenotyping. 

7.4 Before going in the field: 

 Check that you have the tools/instruments (e.g.; increment borers, borer starter, straws, 
pencil, tape, GPS, …)  see “GenTree: Dendro tool list” 

 Check that you have enough field sheets  see “GenTree: Dendro field sheet) 

7.5 Sampling in the field: 

 Identify trees to be cored according to the sampling scheme defined by WP4. 

 Be sure the trees are already permanently tagged according to GenTree labeling 

 Add the core ID labeling: a lowercase letter (a, b or c) indicates the core to discriminate the 
within-tree replicates. 

 Core perpendicular to stem, at breast-height (1.3 m stem height), aiming the pith, and using 
the borer starter to smoothly enter into the stem. 3 cores per tree are desired (the cores a 
and b for dendro measurements; one of which within 5-10 rings from the pith) and a third 
core (the core c for bulk density and/or isotopes measurements). Ideally a core sample is in 
one piece including both the bark and pith. A maximum of two core-breakages per core are 
accepted. If there are more breaks, try to core again in another position. 
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For more details on borers, their handling and maintenance, read the attached Grissino-Mayer 
(2003) and/or product sheet from the Haglöf Increment Borers (Haglöf Increment Borers 
Product sheet ENU.pdf).  Some example of (not always correct) visual demonstration on the 
process of coring can be found at:  

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whnbJIgLyIA (39’’) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvubQHxTwXw (4’ 13’’) 

 https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/15471b06f4cb2616?projector=1 (6’ 29’’) 

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWsqGoNji4o (9’ 53’’) 

HOWEVER, be sure that:  

 You press the borer tip to the stem in a straight 90° angle. Turn the handle and press the 
borer firmly to the stem and turn at the same time. It is strongly recommended to use a 
borer starter. This helps ensure: i) a proper angle, ii) a straight core particularly in the 
outermost part, iii) reduces breakage and helps keep the bark on the core sample, and iv) is 

easier. When the borer has penetrated the tree stem with the approximate depth of 2-4 cm 

or 0.8-1.5”, it is recommended to stop putting pressure and simply turn the handle in full 

circles, palms open, until  the borer has reached the required total depth (normally over the 

center of the tree stem to reach the pith). Remember to maintain a straight line throughout 
the process! 

 When the required depth is reached (i.e. the pith of the tree) insert the extractor upside 
down into the borer bit. The edges on the extractor should be facing downwards. Press the 
extractor inside the borer core tube. Turn the borer handle half a turn counterclockwise. By 
doing this half turn back, the tree core breaks off, and the extractor edges are now facing 

upwards. Pull the extractor out, with the core securely kept in place by  the toothed end of 

the extractor.   

 Label the core with the core ID using the pencil.  

 Assess sapwood width and mark the transition zone between sapwood and hardwood 
directly on the core using the waterproof pencil. For some species (e.g. Oak), this transition 
is recognizable by color difference, if not the transition can be recognized by a difference in 

 

h=1.3 

a b 

c 

slope 

5 cm 

pith 

DBH 

Tree 01 

 

 

    
b a + 

c

Height Figure 7.2: Take 3 cores per tree 
aiming the pith in order to have the tree 
age at 1.3 m height. The cores should 
be taken perpendicular to the slope 
direction to avoid reaction wood. The 
coresa and c are taken along the same 
radius with a vertical distance of ~5 
cm. The core b is taken on the opposite 
stem side. At least 1 core should reach 
the pith of being not more than 5-10 
rings far from it. If not possible to take 
three cores per tree, then take only 
core a and b (skip c) with at least one 
core reaching the pith. 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=whnbJIgLyIA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tvubQHxTwXw
https://mail.google.com/mail/u/0/#inbox/15471b06f4cb2616?projector=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VWsqGoNji4o
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core wetness. The transition in this case can be recognized by a difference in light 
transmittance. 

 Carefully detach the core from the toothed end of the extractor with a slight rotation and 
safely place the core in the core holder (paper straw). If the core is broken, be sure that you 
keep the correct order and orientation of the pieces. If the core is broken in more then 3 
pieces, please re-core. Close the straw with the tape to keep the core in the straw. Label 
the straw with the core ID. 

 Store the straws in a protected place (e.g.; a PVC cylinder tube) for safe transport and 
storage. 

 Measures other tree parameters (DBH, Tree height, …, according to WP3 protocol). 

7.6 After the field: 

 Clean your borer, and especially the threading of the borer bit and the extractor regularly, 
and preferably after each working day. Use thin oil to clean and a clean tissue or rag. Be 
careful since the edges are sharp.  

 Labeled and well-packed cores should be stored in not humid place to avoid decay and 
grouped by site and/or site pair. Storage in paper straws is usually a good solution. 

 Send the cores as soon as possible to WSL for tree-ring width measurements to 
Patrick Fonti; WSL, Zuercherstrasse 111; CH-8903 Birmendorf, Switzerland. Be sure 
the cores are well-packed (prevent further core breakage). For border declaration mention 
“wooden-sticks; no value, research purposes” 

 E-mail to patrick.fonti@wsl.ch to inform that material is sent and attach an electronic copy 
of the filled field-sampling sheet 

References: 

Grissino-Meyer, H. 2003. A manual and tutorial for the proper use of an increment borer. Tree-ring 
research: 59(2), 63-79 

  

mailto:patrick.fonti@wsl.ch
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8 Seed collection protocols 

For WP3/4, we will conduct a seed germination experiment for which we need seeds of Betula 
pendula, Pinus pinaster and Pinus sylvestris. 

In WP1, germination rate and genetic diversity will be investigated for Fagus sylvatica, Populus 
nigra, Pinus sylvestris and Taxus baccata. 

Protocols for seed collection, storage and extraction are provided below. 

Table 7: Seed harvest times per species 

Species Time for harvest Seeds for WP1 (~ 
40 seeds/tree) 

Seeds for WP3 (about 
500 seeds/tree) 

Betula pendula September 2016  x 

Fagus sylvatica second half of September X  

Populus nigra Spring 2017 X (x) 

Pinus pinaster Autumn 2016  x 

Pinus sylvestris Winter 2016 X x 

Taxus baccata September/October 2016 X  

8.1 Seed collection protocols for WP1 

Within Part A of Task 1.4 concerning in situ conservation focus is to be given to the Genetic 
monitoring with regards to analysing mature trees and their seeds in order to investigate 
outcrossing/inbreeding rate, seed dispersal and introgression. 

This will be conducted for Fagus sylvatica, Populus nigra, Pinus sylvestris and Taxus baccata. 

For testing outcrossing/inbreeding/introgression, we will analyze 5 populations per species. In 
each population, we need 20 full seeds from 20 mature trees, each, in separate seed lots (these 
20 trees can be taken from the 25 mature trees already sampled in Task 1.2)  

In addition, we will test germination rates for which we require a mixed seed lot with 400 full seeds 
from the 20 selected trees. 

8.1.1 Specifications for seed collection in Populus and Taxus 

8.1.1.1 Taxus baccata 

For this species at least 10 mature trees* and 20 seeds per tree should be sampled (for genetic 
analyses) + a mixture of 400 full seeds from the harvests trees for seed testing (*since it is quite 
difficult to find large Taxus populations) 

8.1.1.2 Populus nigra 

For this tree species, no single-tree seed material is going to be analyzed, but a mixture seed 
sample per population. The seeds should be taken from the area, where the sampled population 
(25 mature trees of Task 1.2) is located. 

8.1.2 Specifications for seed handling 

8.1.2.1 Fagus sylvatica 

The seeds have to be collected directly from the mother/mature tree! Collecting seeds at the ground 
close to the mother tree does not guarantee the clear assignment of the seed to the mother tree. 

As far as our experience go, harvesting of beech trees should be carried out in the second half of 
September.  
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 From each tree 50 -80 seeds have to be collected to have sufficient full seeds for the 
genetic analysis and for the seed testing (e.g. estimation of germination rate).  

After single-tree harvest, the seeds should be put in paper bags and sent to the ASP, Teisendorf by 
express-post-service (within the next 2-3 days, see address in Table 1 Responsible Partners for 
DNA extraction according to species and for tree cores). 

For Fagus sylvatica seed samples, the ASP as species leader offers to do the DNA-extraction and 
the seed testing! For Fagus in Germany this year a very good crop is expected. As Fagus has 
fructification only any 2 - 3 years it would be helpful to concentrate on this. 

8.1.2.2 Pinus sylvestris 

The cones have to be harvested directly from the tree! The harvest can be carried out late in the 
year (from November until March of the following year).  

 From each tree, at least 10 cones must be taken 

 Seed extraction has to be done for the cones single-tree-wise 

 After that, 20 seeds per tree have to be taken for the DNA-extraction (for this, the embryo of 
the seed can be used or the seeds have to be germinated to use the seedlings for DNA-
extraction). 

 All other seeds can be mixed and sent to the ASP Teisendorf for seed testing (in paper 

bag by express-post-service (see address in Table 1). 

8.1.2.3 Taxus baccata 

 Seeds have to be collected single-tree-wise directly from the tree. 

 Harvesting time: September/October 

 The seeds have to be treated in the way that the pulp (pulpam) has to be removed by 
washing them with lots of water in a sieve.  

 Afterwards the seeds must be dried (on air). 20 seeds per tree should be kept for DNA-
extraction the rest can be mixed and sent to the ASP, Teisendorf for seed testing (in 
paper bag by express-post-service, see address in Table 1). 
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8.2 Seed collection protocol for WP3/4 

8.2.1 Betula pendula 

 Populations: same as those sampled for WP3 and WP4.  

 Fruit collection period: the appropriate one for ensuring local fruit maturity, between July-
Sept 2016 only as broad reference across the entire range, please use local knowledge and 
current-year observations for choosing the appropriate collection period (e.g. typically 
around Jul-Aug in Finland and Aug-Sep in Spain). Fruits should be mature to prevent 
reduced seed viability and potential experimental biases. In order to sample mature fruits, 
collection (from the branches) can start when the first catkins in the seed-tree are just 
starting to shatter (depending on the year, the opportunity window for seed collection can 
span around 2-3 weeks). Shattering of collected catkins should be impending or incipient. 

 Seed-trees per population: in principle same 25+25 adult trees selected for phenotyping in 
each population pair. Given that adult tree sampling should not be biased towards trees 
bearing fruits, collect from as many additional randomly selected trees as necessary to 
ensure at least 20 maternal seed-lots per population. 

 Amount of catkins: please collect as many catkins as possible from each seed-tree, place 
them in ventilated bags for rapid transport to the lab, keeping the family identity. Please 
avoid exposing the catkins to high temperatures during transport. 

 Seed extraction: immediately after bringing collected seeds to the lab, remove leaves and 
other debris and dry the catkins in thin layers (e.g. on a paper) in a dry warm environment, 
room temperature below 25°C, always keeping the family identity. The seeds are very light. 
Seeds are sufficiently dry when catkins become brown and “bushy” and do not feel moist 
when you take a handful and press within fist. Seeds can be cleaned through light 
threshing/winnowing, by hand. Please measure the mean seed weight for each maternal 
family, based on a sample of 500 seeds (or on the total maternal seed lot if smaller). 

 Seed storage: store dried seeds from each mother separately in paper envelopes placed 
inside hermetic recipients with silica gel at 4°C and in darkness, until shipment to the 
experimental sites (more shipping info in due time). Seeds will be stored over winter until 
the sowing experiment starts in spring 2017. 
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8.2.2 Pinus pinaster 

 Populations: same as those sampled for WP3 and WP4. If there are problems with 
harvesting please contact Juanjo and Lars. 

 Cone collection period: autumn 2016-17. Immature and old serotinous cones may result in 
reduced seed(ling) viability, potentially biasing the experiment results. Collect either (i) fully-
mature current-year cones (around February, for reference) and proceed directly to seed 
extraction; or (ii) close-to-mature current-year cones (around Nov-Dec, for reference) and 
put them at room temperature for one month to finish maturation and facilitate later seed 
extraction. Please use local knowledge for choosing the right collection period.   

 Seed-trees per population: in principle same 25+25 adult trees selected for phenotyping in 
each population pair. Given that adult tree sampling should not be biased towards trees 
bearing cones, collect from as many additional randomly selected trees as necessary to 
ensure at least 20 maternal seed-lots per population. 

 Number of cones: please collect as many current-year (green) cones as possible from each 
seed-tree (avoid serotinous cones), place them in ventilated bags for transport to the lab, 
keeping the family identity.  

 Seed extraction: oven-dry cones until they open, keeping the family identity and trying not 
to exceed 40°C if possible. Remove each cone from the oven and extract its seeds as soon 
as it opens. Hitting cones that remain closed with a hammer could trigger their opening. 
Please proceed then to clean seeds, removing empty ones by floating them in water. 
Please measure the mean seed weight for each maternal family, based on a sample of 500 
seeds (or on the total maternal seed lot if smaller). 

 Seed storage: please store seeds from each mother separately in paper envelopes at 4°C, 
until shipment to the experimental sites (more shipping info in due time).  

8.2.3 Pinus sylvestris 

 Populations: same as those sampled for WP3 and WP4.  

 Cone collection period: winter 2016-17. Cones should be fully mature but still closed. 
Immature cones may result in reduced seed(ling) viability, potentially biasing the 
experiment results. Please use local knowledge for choosing the right collection period.   

 Seed-trees per population: in principle same 25+25 adult trees selected for phenotyping in 
each population pair. Given that adult tree sampling should not be biased towards trees 
bearing cones, collect from as many additional randomly selected trees as necessary to 
ensure at least 20 maternal seed-lots per population. 

 Number of cones: please collect as many cones as possible from each seed-tree, place 
them in ventilated bags for transport to the lab, keeping the family identity.  

 Seed extraction: please place collected cones in a warm environment to encourage 
opening as soon as possible after collection, keeping the family identity. If you use an oven, 
please do not exceed 35°C. Please proceed then to remove empty seeds, by floating them 
in water. Please measure the mean seed weight for each maternal family, based on a 
sample of 500 seeds (or on the total maternal seed lot if smaller). 

 Seed storage: please store seeds from each mother separately in paper envelopes at 4°C, 
until shipment to the experimental sites (more shipping info in due time).  
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8.2.4 Populus nigra (Marc Villar) 

8.2.4.1 Step 1: Collecting Populus nigra catkins on the trees in situ 

 Ideal weather for collecting black poplar seeds: sunny and DRY 

 

Ideal stage for collecting (I): 

 When the capsule (the fruit) starts to split 
(i.e. the two green enveloppes start to 
open). We can easily see the white cotton 
(the seeds are embedded in cotton). 

 At this stage, you can collect the whole 
catkin and stored it in brown paper bag 
(see photo). 

 Do not store the catkin in a hermetic plastic 
bag. 

 

Ideal stage for collecting (II)  

 As soon as a capsule starts to split, you 
can collect the whole catkin.  

 If there is a choice between numerous 
catkins, select the one where at least one 
capsule is open. 
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Ideal stage for collecting (III)  

 For me, I will take them all.  

 I cut the catkin axis and I put the catkins in 
the paper bag.  

 Do not store capsule per capsule, but the 
entire catkin 

 

Ideal stage for collecting (IV)  

 The catkin on the right is ideal.  

 The catkin on the left is early ripening. We 
do not know if the seeds (white and tiny) 
are already out for many days. If so, they 
could have lost their viability.  

 So, my priority is to collect the right catkin. 
But if I dont have the choice, I will also 
collect the catkin on the left (but #2 
priority). 
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Ideal stage for collecting (V): large view 

 there can be many days of collection within 
a unique tree, according to the position of 
the catkin : upper level, lower level, North, 
South, sunny part etc… 

 if you collect to early (i.e. capsule not 
open), the seeds will be not mature 
(greenish and soft). You will have difficulty 
to separate them from cotton and they will 
badly germinate.  

 Mean of 5 seeds per capsule and 30 to 50 
capsules per catkin  

 

 

 Example of brown bags to use for storing 
catkins before extracting seeds for the 
cotton. 

 You can write code of the mother tree and 
date on the paper. 

 The brown bags are used in between 
collection (field) and extraction of seeds 
(lab). 

 If some days are in between field and lab, 
you can keep the bags at air temperature.  

 If more than « some days » are used (but 
avoid as much as possible), it is better to 
store them at + 4°C (positive temperature 
in any case). 

Figure 8.1 Populus seed collection procedures. 
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8.2.4.2 Step 2: Lab work to separate seeds from the cotton 

 

 Pool of catkins collected from the trees in 
situ. 

 

 First, we have to separate the cotton 
(including the seeds) from the green parts 
(valves + axis). It will take some times, but 
it is necessary.  

 

 General view 

 

 If you want to store seeds for some time, 
store them with the cotton! (the natural 
way).  

 Put the whole cotton + seeds in ziploc 
plastic bags and you can store them for 
some days / weeks at + 4°C.  

 I dont know of any efficient solution (i.e. 
without loosing viability) to store seeds for 
one year. 
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 Most effficient technique learned from 
Maurizio Sabatti, University of Tuscia, 
Viterbo, Italy 

 Last step: to separate seeds from the 
cotton, you have to use a sieve (mesh of 
few millimeters). Place the cotton + seeds 
on the upper part of the sieve and mix and 
smoothly rubb the whole. The seeds will 
fall down through the sieve and the cotton 
will stay on the upper part! 

 NB: in this photo Salix alba seeds are 
being extracted. In Populus nigra on the 
upper part of the sieve you should have 
only cotton and seeds (without green parts, 
according to previous stages).  

 

 The seeds will fall down through the sieve 
and the cotton will stay on the upper part!  

 See results on the right of the slide. Dont 
worry: the black poplar seeds are white 
and larger! 

 Then, you can store the seeds in 
eppendorf tubes for a very short period at 
+ 4°C just before sowing, or for postal 
shipment.  

Figure 8.2: Populus nigra seed preparation. 

8.2.4.3 Final remarks 

Viability of individual poplar seeds (stored in eppendorf tubes) is very low (few days, one week ?), 
even at +4°C. 

Viability of seeds embedded in cotton (in larger tubes or ziploc plastic bags) is longer (few weeks), 
at +4°C of course. 
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9 Protocol for DNA sample collection and preparation for target 
resequencing 

9.1 Sampling and storage of starting material 

9.1.1 General approach 

The starting material for DNA extraction should be young leaves/needles, about 2-3 gr fresh 
weight per tree. The amount of starting material for DNA extraction in 96-well format is generally 
about 100 mg dry weight, but we recommend to sample additional plant material until the target 
resequencing procedure is completed (safe side strategy). 

Harvest plant samples putting small branches with attached leaves/needles into a paper bag or tea 
filter and place it into a plastic bag or container with enough silica gel and exchange silica until 
the samples are dry – in other words – the silica does not change colors anymore! Do not put 
the plant material directly in contact with silica gel as its dust tends to clog up the filters during DNA 
extraction. Using Silica gel Rubin drying bags can be handy instead of bulk silica gel crystals. 
Change silica gel as many times as necessary (usually one or two times at most) to be sure that 
samples are dry and simply keep them at room temperature until DNA extraction. Additional oven 
drying or freeze drying may be needed (check with tree species leaders). 

Suggested amounts of needles and leaves to be collected per tree are indicated in annex 1. If 
unsure, and to be on the safe side, it is suggested to collect (per tree) 100 to 200 needles for 
conifers with short needles and 20 leaves for angiosperms. 

9.1.2 Populus nigra branch protocol 

Sampling should take place at dormant time, i.e. December or January. Collect small branches of 
30 cm long, bearing 5-10 dormant buds. Three branches are required per tree. These three 
branches should be tied together, labelled (1 label is OK per pool of three branches) and placed in 
a unique plastic bag (sealed with Ziploc closing system to maintain humidity). After return to the lab, 
store them in the fridge or in a cold chamber (4-5°C) before sending. Or send them immediately in a 
Styrofoam box with ice. Here, depending on the date, we will store them some weeks in the cold 

chamber or put them directly in water. In few weeks, they will flush, then we can obtain nice young 

fresh leaves, ideal from DNA extraction. 

9.2 DNA extraction recommendations 

We recommend to use commercial column-based isolation systems for plant tissues to extract 
DNA and to crush the leaves/needles with beads and mixer mill or better liquid nitrogen when you 
proceed with DNA extraction. Indvisorb, Qiagen or other commercial kits may work (consult with 
your tree species leader for confirmation). Once extracted the DNA can be stored at -20°C. 

9.3 DNA requirements for target resequencing 

We require 3µg of DNA per sample, with a concentration ranging from 50 to 100 ng/µL. It is better 
if DNA samples are re-suspended in WATER and they need to be RNAse treated. 

QUALITY of the DNA should be 260/280 > 1.8 and 1.8 < 260/230 <2.0. Please also check the DNA 
quality on a subset of samples (about 10%) by loading DNA on agarose gel to estimate its integrity. 

QUANTITY of DNA should be estimated with dsDNA-specific assay if possible (e.g. Qbit). At IGA-
TS, we always check samples with dsDNA-specific assay. However, in case we notice that the 
provided quantification is largely over-estimated and samples are not satisfying quality/quantity 
requirements for library preparation, we reserve the right to proceed with the experiment. Note that 
spectrophotometric quantification by Nanodrop or similar instruments generally is over-estimated. 
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9.4 DNA or dry leaf material shipment 

9.4.1 Dry leaf material shipment 

If you send dry leaf material to your species leader for extraction, make sure that the material is 
fully desiccated. This precaution cannot be overestimated as otherwise the quality of the DNA will 
not be adequate for our genomic work. 

9.4.2 DNA shipment 

Send DNA samples in 96-well plates, in a cold pack (e.g. Blue ice) to:  

IGA Technology Services 

Via Linussio 51, 33100 Udine (Italy)  

The samples should be accompanied by an Excel file (one sheet per plate, please print each sheet) 
with sample name and species name for each position in the plate. The Excel file need to be sent 
also by e-mail to Federica Cattonaro (fcattonaro@igatechnology.com) and Simone Scalabrin 
(sscalabrin@igatechnology.com).  

9.5 Enquiries 

If unsure about part of the process of sample collection and DNA extraction, please contact the 
relevant GenTree tree species leader or Federica and Simone. 

9.6 Annex 1 

9.6.1 Suggested amounts of needles and leaves to be collected per tree and 
per species 

Table 8: Amount of leaf or needle material needed per species 

Trees species studied WP Weight per leaf\ 
Needle in mg 

Number of leaves\needles to collect  
per tree (safe side strategy!) 

Abies alba WP1 10 - 15 200 

Betula pendula WP1-4 150 50 

Fagus sylvatica WP1-4 400 - 500 20 

Picea abies WP1-4 8 - 15 200 - 300 

Pinus cembra WP1 30 - 40 100 

Pinus halepensis WP1 30 - 40 20 

Pinus nigra WP1   

Pinus pinaster WP1-4  25 

Pinus sylvestris WP1-4   

Populus nigra WP1-4 500 - 700 10 

Quercus petraea WP1-4  15 

Taxus baccata WP1 10 - 20 200 - 300 

 

  

mailto:fcattonaro@igatechnology.com
mailto:sscalabrin@igatechnology.com
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10 Site labels and species site maps 

10.1 Site labeling 

Site labels follow the rule: 

Betula 

pendula 

Fagus 

sylvatica 

Picea abies Pinus 

sylvestris 

Pinus 

pinaster 

Populus 

nigra 

Quercus 

petraea 

ES_BP_01 ES_FS_01 CH_PA_01 ES_PS_01 ES_PP_01 ES_PO_01 ES_QP_01 

ES_BP_02 ES_FS_02 CH_PA_02 ES_PS_02 ES_PP_02 ES_PO_03 ES_QP_02 

FR_BP_03 FR_FS_03 IT_PA_03 FR_PS_03 ES_PP_03 ES_PO_02 FR_QP_03 

FR_BP_04 FR_FS_04 IT_PA_04 FR_PS_04 ES_PP_04 FR_PO_04 FR_QP_04 

CH_BP_05 FR_FS_05 AT_PA_05 CH_PS_05 ES_PP_05 FR_PO_05 CH_QP_05 

CH_BP_06 FR_FS_06 AT_PA_06 CH_PS_06 ES_PP_06 FR_PO_06 CH_QP_06 

IT_BP_07 IT_FS_07 GR_PA_07 IT_PS_07 ES_PP_07 FR_PO_07 IT_QP_07 

IT_BP_08 IT_FS_08 GR_PA_08 IT_PS_08 ES_PP_08 DE_PO_08 IT_QP_08 

DE_BP_09 GR_FS_09 DE_PA_09 GR_PS_09 FR_PP_09 DE_PO_09 IT_QP_09 

DE_BP_10 GR_FS_10 DE_PA_10 GR_PS_10 FR_PP_10 DE_PO_10 IT_QP_10 

LT_BP_11 CH_FS_11 LI_PA_11 DE_PS_11 FR_PP_11 DE_PO_11 GB_QP_11 

LT_BP_12 CH_FS_12 LI_PA_12 DE_PS_12 FR_PP_12 CH_PO_12 GB_QP_12 

GB_BP_13 AT_FS_13 NO_PA_13 GB_PS_13 FR_PP_13 CH_PO_13 NO_QP_13 

GB_BP_14 AT_FS_14 NO_PA_14 GB_PS_14 FR_PP_14 IT_PO_14 NO_QP_14 

NO_BP_15 DE_FS_15 SE_PA_15 NO_PS_15 IT_PP_15 IT_PO_15 SE_QP_15 

NO_BP_16 DE_FS_16 SE_PA_16 NO_PS_16 IT_PP_16 IT_PO_16 SE_QP_16 

SE_BP_17 DE_FS_17 SE_PA_17 SE_PS_17 IT_PP_17 IT_PO_17 DE_QP_17 

SE_BP_18 DE_FS_18 SE_PA_18 FI_PS_18 IT_PP_18 GR_PO_18 DE_QP_18 

FI_BP_19 GB_FS_19 RU_PA_19 FI_PS_19 IT_PP_19 GR_PO_19 PO_QP_19 

FI_BP_20 GB_FS_20 RU_PA_20 LI_PS_20 IT_PP_20  LI_QP_20 

 NO_FS_21  LI_PS_21    

 NO_FS_22      

 SE_FS_23      

 SE_FS_24      
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Abies alba Pinus cembra Pinus halepensis Pinus nigra Taxus baccata 

ES_AA_01 FR_PC_01 ES_PH_01 ES_PN_01 ES_TB_01 

ES_AA_02 FR_PC_02 ES_PH_02 ES_PN_02 ES_TB_02 

FR_AA_03 IT_PC_03 ES_PH_03 ES_PN_03 FR_TB_03 

FR_AA_04 CH_PC_04 ES_PH_04 ES_PN_04 FR_TB_04 

FR_AA_05 CH_PC_05 ES_PH_05 FR_PN_05 FR_TB_05 

FR_AA_06 CH_PC_06 FR_PH_06 FR_PN_06 IT_TB_06 

IT_AA_07  IT_PH_07 FR_PN_07 IT_TB_07 

IT_AA_08  IT_PH_08 FR_PN_08 CH_TB_08 

IT_AA_09  IT_PH_09 IT_PN_09 CH_TB_09 

IT_AA_10 IT_PC_10 GR_PH_10 IT_PN_10 DE_TB_10 

GR_AA_11 IT_PC_11 GR_PH_11 IT_PN_11 GB_TB_11 

GR_AA_12 IT_PC_12 GR_PH_12 AT_PN_12 NO_TB_12 

CH_AA_13 AT_PC_13 GR_PH_13 AT_PN_13 SE_TB_13 

CH_AA_14 AT_PC_14 GR_PH_14 GR_PN_14  

   GR_PN_15  

DE_AA_16   GR_PN_16  

DE_AA_17   GR_PN_17  

DE_AA_18   RU_PN_18  

AT_AA_19     

AT_AA_20     
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10.2 Species site maps 

10.2.1 Abies alba 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_AA_01 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.70 -0.12 1200-1600 

ES_AA_02 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.70 -0.12 1200-1600 

FR_AA_03 INRA-Avignon Ventoux Mediterranean Alps / northern Italian lineage 44.199468 5.254444 900 - 1400 

FR_AA_04 INRA-Avignon Ventoux Mediterranean Alps / northern Italian lineage 44.199468 5.254444 900 - 1400 

FR_AA_05 INRA-Avignon Punteniellu Corsica Mediterranean Alps / northern Italian lineage 41.984374 9.113365 1310-1851 

FR_AA_06 INRA-Avignon Punteniellu Corsica Mediterranean Alps / northern Italian lineage 41.984374 9.113365 1310-1851 

IT_AA_07 CNR Ceppo Monti della Laga Central Apennines/C Apennines lineage 42.669507 13.436722 1375-1600 

IT_AA_08 CNR Ceppo Monti della Laga Central Apennines/C Apennines lineage 42.669507 13.436722 1375-1600 

IT_AA_09 CNR Terranova di Pollino Southern Apennines/S Apennine lineage 39.948292 16.328556 1250-1650 

IT_AA_10 CNR Terranova di Pollino Southern Apennines/S Apennine lineage 39.948292 16.328556 1250-1650 

GR_AA_11 AUTH Voras Central Macedonia Mediterranean Mountains 41.11 22.05 1199-1434 

GR_AA_12 AUTH Voras Central Macedonia Mediterranean Mountains 41.11 22.05 1199-1434 

CH_AA_13 WSL Ochsenboden central Swiss Alps 46.28479 7.57116 
 

CH_AA_14 WSL Ochsenboden central Swiss Alps 46.28479 7.57116 
 

 
DE_AA_16 ASP Anger 

 
47.7969444 12.80972222 800 

DE_AA_17 PUM Bavarian Forest National Park 
 

48.9295 13.4067 750 

DE_AA_18 PUM Bavarian Forest National Park 
 

48.9295 13.4067 750 

AT_AA_19 BFW Klagenfurt NA 46.6259 14.3077 
 

AT_AA_20 BFW Viktring NA 46.5903 14.272 
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10.2.2 Betula pendula 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_BP_01 INIA-CSIC Sierra Cebollera Iberian Range 42.09 -2.62 1200-1400 

ES_BP_02 INIA-CSIC Biescas Central Pyrenees 42.67 -0.32 1100-1500 

FR_BP_03 INRA-Avignon Isola Alps 44.752505 3.5272444 1000-1800 

FR_BP_04 INRA-Avignon Croix de Bor Massif Central 44.196985 6.9785491 1000-1500 

CH_BP_05 WSL Val Onsernone S-Alps: Ticino 46.1893 8.5596 ? 

CH_BP_06 WSL Monte Ceneri S-Alps: Ticino 46.0938 8.9463 ? 

IT_BP_07 CNR Fonte allo squarto 
 

43.611605 11.711396 1070 - 1080 

IT_BP_08 CNR Monte Sirente Central Apennines 42.143581 13.490817 1300-1600 

DE_BP_09 THUENEN Drewitz Cool and dry HI 51.8359 14.43867 69 

DE_BP_10 THUENEN Kleinsee Cool and dry HI 51.93719 14.50076 66 

LT_BP_11 ASU Sakiai Temperate  55.080414  22.995309 63 

LT_BP_12 ASU Ciapkeliai Temperate 54.019902 24.551838 131 

GB_BP_13 CEH Beinn Eighe Atlantic-Western 57.63036 -5.36416 202 

GB_BP_14 CEH Abernethy Atlantic-Eastern 57.237264 -3.655117 259 

NO_BP_15 NIBIO Hegna Seljord Telemark Boreal 59.435 8.863 115 

NO_BP_16 NIBIO Ås Ringsaker Hedmark Boreal 60.895 10.808 275 

SE_BP_17 Skogforsk Husbondliden Boreal 64.75 18.67 275 

SE_BP_18 Skogforsk Brattby Boreal 63.92 19.9 160 

FI_BP_19 UOULU Koivikonniemi Rovaniemi Boreal 66.436 26.686 160 

FI_BP_20 UOULU Ranta-Halola Savonlinna Boreal 61.657 29.295 100 
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10.2.3 Fagus sylvatica 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_FS_01 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.7 -0.12 1200 

ES_FS_02 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.7 -0.12 1600 

FR_FS_03 INRA-Avignon Ventoux Mediterranean Alps 44.19946 5.25444 900 

FR_FS_04 INRA-Avignon Ventoux Mediterranean Alps 44.19946 5.25444 1400 

FR_FS_05 INRA-Avignon Corsica (Coscione) Mediterranean Alps 41.85 9.11666 920 

FR_FS_06 INRA-Avignon Corsica (Coscione) Mediterranean Alps 41.85 9.11666 1760 

IT_FS_07 CNR Gran Sasso Central Apennines 42.51 13.55 1000 

IT_FS_08 CNR Gran Sasso Central Apennines 42.51 13.55 1500 

GR_FS_09 AUTH Neochori/1-chalkidiki Mediter. North 40.51 23.69 700 

GR_FS_10 AUTH Neochori/1-chalkidiki Mediter. North 40.51 23.69 700 

CH_FS_11 WSL Cama Val Leggia S-Alps: Grisons/Ticino 46.2631 9.2022 100s m 

CH_FS_12 WSL Cama Val Leggia S-Alps: Grisons/Ticino 46.2631 9.2022 100s m 

AT_FS_13 BFW Klagenfurt NA 46.6259 14.3077  
AT_FS_14 BFW Viktring NA 46.5903 14.272  
DE_FS_15 ASP-Teisendorf Frillensee2 Northern Alps 47.77722 12.81413 900 

DE_FS_16 ASP-Teisendorf Frillensee1 Northern Alps 47.76725 12.82045 1100 

DE_FS_17 Uni-Mar Hagenstein subatlantic c. european  51.16 8.909 303 

DE_FS_18 Uni-Mar Traddelkopf subatlantic c. european  51.13 8.978 600 

GB_FS_19 CEH Rumerhedge Wood Atlantic 51.53382 -1.03401 162 

GB_FS_20 CEH Howe Wood Atlantic 51.61884 -0.98598 226 

NO_FS_21 NIBIO Brånåkollene, Larvik, Vestfold Temperate Region 59.19556 10.05018 175 

NO_FS_22 NIBIO Våle, Re, Vestfold Temperate Region 59.4198 10.2768 230 

SE_FS_23 Skogforsk Skogsgård, Svalöv Temperate Region 55.95504 13.11379 80 

SE_FS_24 Skogforsk Dalby stenbrott Temperate Region 55.65998 13.39954 95 
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10.2.4 Picea abies 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

CH_PA_01 WSL Cama Val Leggia S-Alps: Grisons/Ticino 46.2631 9.2022 100s m 

CH_PA_02 WSL Cama Val Leggia S-Alps: Grisons/Ticino 46.2631 9.2022 100s m 

IT_PA_03 CNR Croda da Lago Alpine lineage 46.44998 12.13333 1100 

IT_PA_04 CNR Croda da Lago Alpine lineage 46.44998 12.13333 1800 

AT_PA_05 BFW Klagenfurt  46.6259 14.3077  

AT_PA_06 BFW Viktring  46.5903 14.272  

GR_PA_07 AUTH Elatia/southern Rhodopi Alpine South 41.47 24.32 1200 

GR_PA_08 AUTH Elatia/southern Rhodopi Alpine South 41.47 24.32 1800 

DE_PA_09 PUM Bavarian Forest National Park bohemian/hercynian 49.10241 13.22653 750 

DE_PA_10 PUM Bavarian Forest National Park bohemian/hercynian 49.08417 13.28 1300 

LI_PA_11 ASU17 Musteika Temperate 53.95091 24.38478 134 

LI_PA_12 ASU17 Kazitiskis Temperate 55.45125 26.09660 179 

NO_PA_13 NIBIO Østmarka, Akershus Boreal/northern lineage 59.83483 11.04521 200-300 

NO_PA_14 NIBIO Smoldalen,Trysil Boreal/northern lineage 61.45189 12.47357 500-600 

SE_PA_15 Skogforsk Umgransele Boreal 64.77949 18.29473 350 

SE_PA_16 Skogforsk Jämtlandskälen Boreal 64.18 20.05 260 

FI_PA_17 UOULU Koivikonniemi, Rovaniemi Boreal 66.436 26.686 160 

FI_PA_18 UOULU Ranta-Halola, Savonlinna Boreal 61.657 29.295 100 

RU_PA_19 IPAE RAS Arkhangelsk boreal 64.53 40.754 10 

RU_PA_20 IPAE RAS Zuevka boreal 58.453 51.157 127 
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10.2.5 Pinus cembra 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

FR_PC_01 INRA-Avignon Vallée du Boréon Mercantour 44.11904 7.32726 1900 

FR_PC_02 INRA-Avignon Bois des Ayes Alpes du Sud (Queyras) 44.80289 6.66439 2200 

IT_PC_03 CNR Valsavarenche Western Alps 45.57744 7.21429 up to 2200 

CH_PC_04 WSL Bürchen western CH lineage 46.25615 7.82458 1800 

CH_PC_05 WSL Bürchen western CH lineage 46.25615 7.82458 2100 

CH_PC_06 WSL Rautialp eastern CH lineage 47.0652 8.9994 1600 

IT_PC_10 CNR Croda da Lago Alpine lineage 46.44998 12.13333 1900 

IT_PC_11 CNR Croda da Lago Alpine lineage 46.44998 12.13333 2100 

DE_PC_12 ASP Reiteralpe mixed lineages 47.64394 12.81562 1600 

AT_PC_13 BFW Rev Hagenbach  47.37750 14.74222 1900 

AT_PC_14 BFW Rev Hagenbach  47.37750 14.74222 2100 
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10.2.6 Pinus halepensis 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_PH_01 INIA Carratraca Mediterranean  36.84222 -4.83361 640 

ES_PH_02 INIA Zuera Mediterranean  41.91806 -0.92166 600 

ES_PH_03 INIA Alzira / Montán Mediterranean  40.04690 -0.59381 800 

ES_PH_04 INIA Alzira / Montán Mediterranean  39.12232 -0.38923 150 

ES_PH_05 INIA Palma de Mallorca Mediterranean  39.14889 2.94055 50 

FR_PH_06 INRA-Avignon Fontblanche Mediterranean 43.24 5.69 400 

IT_PH_07 CNR Otricoli west Italian lineage 42.43334 12.45001 120 

IT_PH_08 CNR Monte Sant'Angelo east Italian &Greek lineage 41.69456 16.01947 1500 

IT_PH_09 CNR Monte Sant'Angelo east Italian &Greek lineage 41.69456 16.01947 500 

GR_PH_10 AUTH Elea-Kyparissia /Peloponnese Mediterranean South 37.16 21.68  

GR_PH_11 AUTH Elea-Kyparissia /Peloponnese Mediterranean South 37.76 21.53  

GR_PH_12 AUTH Istaia-Euboea Mediterranean South 38.9528 23.1529  

GR_PH_13 AUTH Kassandria/Chalkidiki Mediterranean South 40.03 23.46  

GR_PH_14 AUTH Kassandria/Chalkidiki Mediterranean South 40.03 23.46  
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10.2.7 Pinus nigra 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_PN_01 INIA-CSIC Gredos Central Range 40.35 -4.71 1100 

ES_PN_02 INIA-CSIC Gredos Central Range 40.35 -4.71 1450 

ES_PN_03 INIA-CSIC Huéscar/Segura Betic Mountains 38.01 -2.59 700 

ES_PN_04 INIA-CSIC Huéscar/Segura Betic Mountains 38.01 -2.59 1660 

FR_PN_05 INRA 
St Guilhem (100m village - 700m 
Roc de la Vigne) Mediterranean 43.746 3.543 100 

FR_PN_06 INRA 
St Guilhem (100m village - 700m 
Roc de la Vigne) Mediterranean 43.746 3.543 700 

FR_PN_07 INRA 

Corsica, Restonica valley, from Corte 
(500m) to Bergeries de Grotelle 
(1600m) Mediterranean  42.265 9.092 500 

FR_PN_08 INRA 

Corsica, Restonica valley, from Corte 
(500m) to Bergeries de Grotelle 
(1600m) Mediterranean  42.265 9.092 1600 

IT_PN_09 CNR Col de la Feda Eastern Alps/Alpine lineage 46.15863 12.03918 476 

IT_PN_10 CNR Col de la Feda Eastern Alps/Alpine lineage 46.15863 12.03918 801 

IT_PN_11 CNR Camigliatello Southern Apennines/ P. nigra spp. laricio 39.32471 16.41639 1400 

AT_PN_12 Schueler    47.7403 15.8067 600 

AT_PN_13 Schueler    47.7403 15.8067 1000 

GR_PN_14 AUTH Taygetos/Peloponnese Medit. North 37.27 22.3 500 

GR_PN_15 AUTH Taygetos/Peloponnese Medit. North 37.27 22.3 1000 

GR_PN_16 AUTH Orvylos/Olympos - Lesvos island Medit. South 39.22 25.93  

GR_PN_17 AUTH Orvylos/Olympos - Lesvos island Medit. South 39.08 26.34  

RU_PN_18 IPAE-RAS Archipo-Osipovka Caucasus 44.3764 38.5108 124 
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10.2.8 Pinus pinaster 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_PP_01 INIA-CSIC Competa Baetic System 36.84 -3.98 300 

ES_PP_02 INIA-CSIC Competa Baetic System 36.84 -3.98 2000 

ES_PP_03 INIA-CSIC Arenas de San Pedro Central Range 40.24 -5.04 300 

ES_PP_04 INIA-CSIC Arenas de San Pedro Central Range 40.24 -5.04 1900 

ES_PP_05 INIA-CSIC Coca Northern Meseta 41.24 -4.5 780 

ES_PP_06 INIA-CSIC Coca Northern Meseta 41.24 -4.5 780 

ES_PP_07 INIA-CSIC Eslida Southern Iberian Range 39.87 -0.31 100 

ES_PP_08 INIA-CSIC Eslida Southern Iberian Range 39.87 -0.31 1300 

FR_PP_09 INRA Pierroton Landes Atlantic 44.1525 -1.0534  
FR_PP_10 INRA Pierroton Landes Atlantic 44.1525 -1.0534  
FR_PP_11 INRA Avignon Maures Mediterranean 43.2814 6.3842  
FR_PP_12 INRA Avignon Maures Mediterranean 43.2814 6.3842  
FR_PP_13 INRA Pierroton Corsica : Bavella ? Mediterranean 41.8076 9.2135  
FR_PP_14 INRA Pierroton Corsica : Bavella ? Mediterranean 41.8076 9.2135  
IT_PP_15 CNR Apuane Northern Apennines 44.00411 10.20990 300 

IT_PP_16 CNR Apuane Northern Apennines 44.00411 10.20990 600 

IT_PP_17 CNR Monticiano Central Apennines 43.11999 11.22001 200 

IT_PP_18 CNR Monticiano Central Apennines 43.11999 11.22001 500 

IT_PP_19 CNR Pantelleria Strait of Sicily 36.78620 12.00026 100 

IT_PP_20 CNR Pantelleria Strait of Sicily 36.78620 12.00026 800 
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10.2.9 Pinus sylvestris 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_PS_01 INIA-CSIC Navafría Guadarrama (central Central Range) 41.01 -3.83 1000 

ES_PS_02 INIA-CSIC Navafría Guadarrama (central Central Range) 41.01 -3.83 2100 

FR_PS_03 
INRA-AGPF-
Orleans Riou-Majou Pyrenees 42.7343 0.311472 1500 

FR_PS_04 
INRA-AGPF-
Orleans Riou-Majou Pyrenees 42.7343 0.311472 2200 

CH_PS_05 WSL Follatères inner Swiss Alps: Valais 46.1234 7.0717 ~600 

CH_PS_06 WSL Follatères inner Swiss Alps: Valais 46.1234 7.0717 ~600 

IT_PS_07 CNR Parma province Northern Apennines/Apennine 44.589774 10.170598 300 

IT_PS_08 CNR Parma province Northern Apennines/Apennine 44.589774 10.170598 700 

GR_PS_09 AUTH Fteri/Ritini / Central Macedonia Medit. mount. 40.19 22.13  
GR_PS_10 AUTH Fteri/Ritini / Central Macedonia Medit. mount. 40.26 22.21  
DE_PS_11 THUENEN Godendorf Cool and dry HI 53.27 13.13 65 

DE_PS_12 THUENEN Neustrelitz Cool and dry HI 53.29 13.13 60 

GB_PS_13 CEH Beinn Eighe Atlantic-Western 57.63036 -5.36416 202 

GB_PS_14 CEH Abernethy Atlantic-Eastern 57.237264 -3.655117 259 

NO_PS_15 NIBIO Skiftenes, Grimstad Temperate 58.3849 8.5289 70-240 

NO_PS_16 NIBIO 
Smoldalen,Trysil, Hedmark 
county Boreal 61.45189 12.473575 500-700 

SE_PS_17 Skogforsk Bäcksjön Boreal 63.95 20.38 70 

FI_PS_18 UOULU Koiravaara, Rovaniemi Boreal 66.437 26.778 190 

FI_PS_19 UOULU Ranta-Halola, Savonlinna Boreal 61.657 29.295 100 

LI_PS_20 ASU Marcinkonys Temperate 54.048751 24.421401 120 

LI_PS_21 ASU Ciapkeliai Temperate 54.019902 24.551838 131 
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10.2.10 Populus nigra 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_PO_01 CITA-INIA Rio Alberche Central Range 40.1471 -4.4322 420m 

ES_PO_03 CITA-INIA La Alfranca (site 1) Ebro Valley 41.6185 -0.8056 185m 

ES_PO_02 CITA-INIA La Alfranca (site 2) Ebro Valley 41.5694 -0.7065 180m 

FR_PO_04 INRA Loire Saint Mesmin Loire 47.8787 1.8364 90m 

FR_PO_05 INRA Loire Guilly Loire 47.8148 2.2949 95m 

FR_PO_06 INRA Drome Ramières Rhône 44.7331 4.9687 160m 

FR_PO_07 INRA Drome Aix en Diois Rhône 44.6927 5.3973 450m 

DE_PO_08 PUM Zonser Grind Rhine 51.1530 6.8413 88m 

DE_PO_09 PUM Kühkopf Rhine 49.8196 8.4337 88m 

DE_PO_10 ASP Bavaria Salzach 48.04833 12.79583 380 

DE_PO_11 ASP Bavaria Rott 48.43944 13.06194 350 

CH_PO_12 WSL Valle Maggia S-Alps: Ticino 46.28979 8.64458 400 

CH_PO_13 WSL Reichenau–Landquart pre-alpine eastern CH 46.94687 9.54326 500 

IT_PO_14 CNR Bosco Siro Negri Ticino 45.20896 9.058329 100 

IT_PO_15 CNR La Zelata Ticino 45.26104 8.978034 100 

IT_PO_16 CNR Val d'Orcia- downstream Central Italy 42.97132 11.52843 160 

IT_PO_17 CNR Val d'Orcia - upstream Central Italy 42.90595 11.52877 360 

GR_PO_18 AUTH Gallikos river delta/Dipotamos  40.599 22.7145  
GR_PO_19 AUTH Gallikos river delta/Dipotamos  40.599 22.7145  
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10.2.11 Quercus petrea 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_QP_01 INIA-CSIC Moncayo Iberian Range 41.8 -1.84 900 

ES_QP_02 INIA-CSIC Moncayo Iberian Range 41.8 -1.84 1300 

FR_QP_03 INRA-Pierroton Vouillé-Saint-Hilaire (Charentes) Atlantic 46.35 0.103 130 

FR_QP_04 INRA-Pierroton Vouillé-Saint-Hilaire (Charentes) Atlantic 46.35 0.103 130 

CH_QP_05 WSL Freienstein-Teufen/Dättlikon eastern end of Jura 47.5356 8.6171 650 

CH_QP_06 WSL Freienstein-Teufen/Dättlikon eastern end of Jura 47.5356 8.6171 650 

IT_QP_07 CNR Monterufoli/Tatti Central Italy 43.03667 10.98760 300 

IT_QP_08 CNR Monterufoli/Tatti Central Italy 43.03667 10.98760 400 

IT_QP_09 CNR National Park Aspromonte Southern Apennines 38.12740 15.90505 1300 

IT_QP_10 CNR National Park Aspromonte Southern Apennines 38.12740 15.90505 1700 

GB_QP_11 CEH Roudsea Atlantic 54.23305 -3.02983 23 

GB_QP_12 CEH Chatelherault Atlantic 55.76232 -4.01495 78 

NO_QP_13 NIBIO Skiftenes, Grimstad Temperate 58.3849 8.5289 70 

NO_QP_14 NIBIO Skiftenes, Grimstad Temperate 58.3849 8.5289 240 

SE_QP_15 Skogforsk Kolleberga Ekbacken  56.06667 13.27225 55 

SE_QP_16 Skogforsk Grönhult 1:8, Villandsvånga  56.22789 14.38803 120 

DE_QP_17 THUENEN Dechow Cool and dry HI 53.72 10.97 60 

DE_QP_18 THUENEN Fünfeichen Cool and dry HI 52.17 14.47 100 

PO_QP_19 ASU17 Lipowo Temperate 54 22 205 

LI_QP_20 ASU17 Veisejai-Seirijai Temperate 54.16943 23.79301 159 
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10.2.12 Taxus baccata 

 

site.label partner site.names bio.region lat lon elevation 

ES_TB_01 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.7 -0.12 1300-1500 

ES_TB_02 INIA-CSIC Valle del Ara Central Pyrenees 42.7 -0.12 1300-1500 

FR_TB_03 INRA-Avignon Sainte Baume Mediterranean 43.32211 5.73323 700-1000 

FR_TB_04 INRA-Avignon Sainte Baume Mediterranean 43.32211 5.73323 700-1000 

FR_TB_05 INRA-Avignon Serra di Fiumorbu (Corsica) Mediterranean 41.95454 9.27193 790-830 

IT_TB_06 CNR Fonte tassete, loc. Prati di Tivo Central Apennines 42.50858 13.5505 1500 

IT_TB_07 AUTH Mt. Olympus /Central Macedonia Mediterranean Mountains 40.11 22.46 420 m 

CH_TB_08 WSL Hörnli–Hulftegg–Roten eastern Swiss Prealps 47.3473 8.9732 800 

DE_TB_10 ASP Paterzeller Eibenwald Voralpen/ in front of northern Alpes 47.85678 11.65068 715 m 

GB_TB_11 CEH Yewbarrow / Borrowdale Atlantic 54.28093 -3.00867 59 

NO_TB_12 NIBIO Brandvik, Stord, Hordaland Temperate 59.85262 5.610783 0-150 

SE_TB_13 Skogforsk Hjärsås Temperate 56.22535 14.18819 68 
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11 Field forms  
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GenTree field form 

Site name  

Country and Institution  

Date(s)  

Target species  

4.1 Inventor(s)  

4.1 GPS (site)  

4.1 Elevation  

Site characterization 

4.2 
Most 
common 
tree sp 

 4.3 
Diseases, calamities 

 Comments  

4.2 
Other 
tree 
species 
(Y/N) 

 4.4.1 
Aspect (°) 

 4.4.2 
Inclination 
slope (°) 

 4.4.3 
Shade (°) 

 4.4.4 
Topography 
(0-9) 

 4.4.5 
Micro-
topography 
(1-3) 

 

4.2 
Stand 
structure 

 4.2 Age 
even/uneven  

        

Phenotyping and environmental characterization at tree level 

 Tree ID _1 _2 _3 _n etc     

3.3 DGPS (Y/N)         

5.1 Aspect (°)         

5.1 Elevation (m)         

5.2 Competition (dist -

DBH)1 

        

        

        

        

        

5.3.1 Slope (°)         

5.3.2 Vegetation (1-7)         

5.3.3 Rock cover (1-7)         

5.5.3 Soil, rock, stones 
(cm) 

        

        

        

5.3.4 Regeneration in the 
10x10 m plot  (1-4) 

        

5.3.4 Regeneration. in 2 
2x2 m plots - count 

        

        

6.1 DBH (cm)         

6.2 Height (m)         

6.3 Crown size (m)         

        

6.4 Bark thickness 
(mm) 

        

        

        

        

        

6.5 No of fruits         

        

        

6.6 Straightness (1-5)         

6.7 Branch angle (1-5)         

6.8 Forking_score (1-4)         

6.8 Forking_axis (1-4)         

6.9 Leaf sample (Y/N)         

                                                 
1 Distance (m) and DBH (cm) to the five nearest trees, plus whether the tree is conspecific or not (Y/N), e.g. type 3,5 – 15 – N.  
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7 Core samples (no.)         

9.1 DNA samlple (Y/N)         

 Pictures taken (n=3) 
(Y/N) 

        

 

12 Additional optional measures 

12.1 Description of soils 

This edaphic balance sheet is a description of the substrate (material type and thickness of the soil) 
and bedrock. This description is based on the profile of a soil pit and should allow deducing the 
plant usable soil water content. This is not required, but would provide valuable information on the 
soil water capacity 

The steps are successive: 

 Selecting the location and excavation of the soil pit 

 The probing depth and the depth of the mineral horizon C (if reached) 

 Delineation of horizons and their description: depth, percentage and type of coarse 
elements, texture 

 The depth of active lime, 

 Rooting depth, 

 Synthetic variables depth of occurrence of a load in coarse elements: P30, P60 and P80. 

 Substrate type 

 The rate of outcrop rock strata and coarse stone or block -type elements. 

12.1.1 Selecting the location and excavation of the soil pit 

The pit should be located in a representative a part of the site and be homogenous (avoid 
positioning example at a break in slope). 

12.1.1.1 Survey 

In a first step a crowbar is used to get the average soil depth by inserting the crowbar into the 
ground on 10 sites until you reach the bedrock and measure the depth. From these 10 test sites 
you take the median value and place the future pit there. 

12.1.1.2 Opening the pit 

For the digging of the pit use an excavator (avoid moving an excavator in the case of shallow soil 
type in alterite square). Digg to a depth of one meter unless bedrock is already reached.  

12.1.1.3 Delimitation of the horizons and photo of the pit 

Before describing the pit take a picture after positioning the tape measure 
in the pit (see Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.). 
The camera should be positioned in a plane parallel to the wall of the pit. 
The top of the photo must match the top of the litter and bottom of the 
picture at the bottom of the pit. Note the number of the photo on the record 
sheet. Then proceed to the demarcation of horizons. 

The delineation of horizons is by visual examination. A water spray may be 
useful for superficially re-moisten too dry and dusty profiles. The most 
obvious clues to delineate the different horizons are changes in color, 
quantity and size of coarse elements, structure, texture or density of 

Figure 12.1: 
Measurement of the pit 
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rooting. They may be the result of soil formation and/or be caused by successive deposits of 
different materials without direct connection to the pedogenesis. The description of the horizons is 
carried out starting with the upper horizon. Note the limits of horizons corresponding to 
homogeneous soil slices and note the following characteristics: 

 depth of the horizon 

 proportion of coarse matter 

 description of dominant coarse elements 

 texture 

12.1.1.4 Depth of the horizon 

Zero of the measuring tape will be positioned at the top of 
the pit right below the litter. The horizon depths in 
centimeters will be read from top to bottom. Reading the 
vertical depth can be done with the help of the pickaxe 
handle placed as a contour line above the pit. Reading the 
horizon depths must account for the slope. 

 

12.1.1.5 Description of dominant coarse elements 

The coarse components are all individual mineral constituents size greater than 2 mm. Depending 
on their size, there are: 

 Blocks: > 20 cm, 

 stones: 7 cm - 20 cm 

 pebbles: 2 cm - 7 cm 

 gravel: 2 mm - 2 cm 

The shape of the coarse elements (angular or smooth edges) can tell us about the origin of the soil 
(non-native or native formations). The amount of coarse matter is expressed in % of the soil 
volume. This percentage is estimated by type of coarse elements: blocks, stone, pebble and gravel. 
The percentage of remaining volume corresponds to that occupied by fine soil and voids. 

This percentage is estimated by eye - horizon by horizon on the pit profile. It must be based on the 
annex 1. It must be completed by: 

 an estimate of the amount of coarse material of the pit  

 inserting the knife in each of the horizons and see if it "blocks" often 

 an assessment of the finer elements, taking a soil sample and coarse elements and 
separating them to estimate the percentage (see photo) 

Measuring 
tape 

pencil 
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12.1.1.6 Texture 

The texture is the set of characteristics defined by the size of fine particles (less than 2 mm) 
constituting the size distribution of the soil. It is distinguished according to the following fractions: 

 clay (below 0.002 mm) 

 silt (0.002 – 0.05 mm) 

 sand (0.05 – 2 mm) 

In practice, the texture is estimated empirically to touch (see Annex 8) by levying a fine handful of 
earth drained gravel and pebbles by the characteristics of samples obtained by mixing in the palm 
of the hand moistened sample (see Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden., 
Baize and Jabiol). 

A capital letter describes the dominant element (S, L, A) and a lower case s, l, is to qualify the 
associated elements. This estimate is carried out by measuring at least 2 times, thereby making it 
more reliable.  

12.1.1.7 Description of the horizons 

The name of horizons is optional (refer to it in Annex 7). Only the C horizon must be specified if it 
was reached. Otherwise, specify "not reached C horizon", coded 999 in the record sheet. 

12.1.1.8 Rocky outcrop 
12.1.1.8.1 Rocky outcrop rate 

The rocky outcrop is the non-loose rock of the bedrock that appears on the surface. It is important 
to note its percentage rate in soil on the surface of the plot. This rate is to be compared with the 
depth of soil on the whole plot; reflecting a deep reserve potential in water. This rate is estimated on 
the plot and outside if the density of the vegetation does not allow to visually estimate this outcrop. 

12.1.1.8.2 Blocks or stone rate 

The outcrop of blocks or stone is noted because it can provide information on the origin of the soil in 
place and can help to diagnose the origin of the pedogenetic basis. 

12.1.1.9 Determination of the depth of occurrence of limestone 

Note the depth from which the fine earth reacts to the HCl. Pcarb = 0 if the fine earth is 
effervescence from the surface and Pcarb = 999 if the fine earth does not ferment throughout the 
profile. 

12.1.1.10 Estimation of the roots 

Note the deep rooting depth i.e. the depth beyond which there are no roots. 

Figure 12.2: Assessing the texture 
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12.1.1.11 P30, P60, P80 

Note the depth below which is observed more than 30% of coarse matter, 60% and 80 %. 

12.1.1.12 Substrate 

Note the nature of the substrate. If the C horizon is reached, specify whether this underlying rock is 
cracked or not. And if so, whether or not roots are in the cracks 

12.2 Regeneration 

In addition we will use the count-plot 
method, i.e. we will systematically 
count all the juveniles at the 2 
corners in a diagonal of the 10 x 10 
m plot, in an approximate 2 x 2 m 
area (see Fehler! Verweisquelle 
konnte nicht gefunden werden.). 

We will consider juveniles as the 
young individuals of the target 
species with a dbh under 7.5 cm and 
a height greater than 10 cm, as 
these trees are likely to have 
survived at least the first year which 
is normally the first bottleneck. 

 




